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The Human Brain is a seven-chapter book based on the 1982 BBC series of the
same name. It expands on the television series by adding a brief illustrated descrip-
tion of the anatomy of the brain at the beginning of the book and a glossary of fre-
quently used terms at the end. The result is an intriguing book, which is
sophisticated in its scope but not overwhelming. This book and the series were writ-
ten with the interested layman in mind, but the authors do not limit their discussion
to the basics.
The seven chapters deal with memory, language, seeing, movement, fear,
madness, and the self(consciousness). With this wide array oftopics, the book gives
the reader a good idea of what the brain is all about. Each chapter introduces the
reader to several patients with problems which have been studied by scientists, such
as a woman with arachnophobia (fear of spiders), an actor who actually went mad
while playing the part of a madman, and a split-brained patient whose left hand
often uncontrollably "grabs things that it shouldn't grab." Unlike many texts, this
book deals with these unfortunate patients in a compassionate and human manner.
They are treated as individuals, not as mere case numbers. The authors, in fact, have
dedicated the book to "those whose handicaps and disabilities have helped towards
the understanding of the healthy human brain."
Using these and other interesting case histories as a springboard, the authors
launch into discussions ofvarious hypotheses and theories about the mechanisms of
various brain processes such as language, fear, and vision. Interviewing scientists,
artists, philosophers, and others, the authors report on controversial and up-to-date
research by the leaders in the fields ofpsychology and neuroscience. Both sides ofan
argument and evidence for each are given, letting the reader decide which hypothesis
seems more plausible. The authors are especially cautious when discussing touchy
subjects such as the division between body, mind, and soul and the comparison of
the mind to a computer. After speaking of brain programs, processes, and
mechanisms, the authors often wind up with a statement emphasizing that they do
not want to minimize the greatness ofthe human mind. At the end of the chapter on
movement, for example, the authors suggest that movement "operates like a
machine, albeit a machine of such complexity and beauty that it could not be built
by man in anything like the present state of his knowledge."
TheHuman Brain is interesting and enjoyable to read, but it is not a simple book.
The authors discuss complicated hypotheses for brain processes, many ofwhich they
admit that they themselves do not understand, and then go on to discuss related
philosophical questions and ideas which are even more complex. This book is not a
watered-down "science for the non-scientist" book, but is rather an impressive look
into one of the most complicated areas known to man: the human brain.
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